
① Minato Mirai 21
Great location in central of Yokohama, Minato Mirai
means in English “harbor of the future”.
Great location along the water and has a wealth of
attractions for local people and tourists.

⑤ Yokohama Bay Bridge
Another symbol of Yokohama ! 
This steel cable-stayed bridge was completed in 1985 
and opened in 1989 for traffic. It connects Yokohama 
to Tokyo. Also famous dating spot…

② -1 Yokohama Cosmo World
The giant clock-faced ferris wheel which has now
become an iconic feature of the Yokohama skyline.
We can anchor nearby the attraction parc and having
BBQ party ! Nice background for group pictures as
well.

～Yokohama’s attraction spots seen from the boat～

② -2 Yokohama Landmark Tower
A skyscraper that becomes a symbol of Yokohama
Minato Mirai. Highest observation deck in the city
(296.33 meters), you can enjoy the 360-degree
panoramic view of the area!

③ Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse
Formally the Customs Inspection House for
Yokohama Bay's shipping activities in the early 1920's,
these well-know red brick buildings have been
converted into one of Yokohama's most popular
family or date spots. Beautiful view at night!

④ -1 Hikawa Maru (Boat)
Anchored in front of Yamashita Park, you can enjoy
this living museum as if you were a marine during her
glorious time 80 years ago. She was declared to be a
“cultural asset” of Yokohama City in 2003.

④ -2 Yokohama Marine Tower
Built in 1961, Marine Tower is one of Yokohama
most iconic sightseeing spots. The Tower as been
elected as one of the most beautiful places for
dating in Japan in April 2010.

⑥ Daikoku Wharf

Largest island-type pier at the port of Yokohama, the 
pier was completed in 1990.
Recommend to visit at night as it’s beautifully lit ! 

⑦ Tsurumi Tsubasa Bridge
The Tsurumi Tsubasa Bridge is a cable-stayed bridge 
located at the western side of Yokohama Bay and is 
part of an expressway across the Port of Yokohama.
The bridge was completed in 1994. 
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- Departure from several piers.

- According to the weather of the day, 

various course menu can be suggested.

- For more details, please contact 

our consultants♪

② -3 Nippon Maru (Boat)
This boat is called "Swan on the Pacific Ocean" from
its beautiful appearance! The Nippon Maru dates
from 1930 when it was built as a training ship for
Japanese naval cadets. It was retired in 1984 and
donated to the City of Yokohama.


